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This research discussed about Pun Translation in the Movie “Hotel
Transylvania 2” which aimed to describe the types of Pun used in the movie and to
determine some strategies of translating the Pun contained in the movie. This research
based on Schroter’s theory of types of Pun and Delabastita’s theory about translation
strategies. This research was descriptive qualitative method. The data were taken
from the dialogue in the animation movie Hotel Transylvania 2 that uttered by the
whole characters which contained pun from the beginning until the end of the movie.
The researcher actually used note taking as the instrument in order to get the valid
data. The findings showed that there were 37 data contained Pun which actually
divided into three types of Pun. They were: homonymy (one datum), paronymy (four
data), and polysemy (32 data). The data also showed that there were four translation
strategies. They were: Pun was translated into Pun (26 data), Pun was translated into
non-Pun (five data), Pun was translated with related rhetorical device (two data), and
Pun in the ST is copied into TT (four data). The researcher concluded that Hotel
Transylvania 2 movie (2015) showed polysemy as the dominant in types of Pun and
Pun to Pun is the most frequently used which means in translating into the target
language, the translator paid attention at the whole aspect of the movie.
Keywords: Pun, Translation, Source - Target Text, Movie
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents background of the research, problem statements,
objective of the research, significance of the research, and scope of the
research.
A. Background
One of the linguistic means of creating humor is using play-on-word,
or simply wordplay. Wordplay is an inseparable part of many languages. It is
based on specific properties of language such as similarity of sounds of words
or the number of their different meanings. However, puns are considered to be
quite difficult to decipher by non-native users of language. And even native
speakers need to have a certain social, cultural and linguistic knowledge to be
able to understand humor used in word play (Korcak, 2012: 9).
Pun is common in literary texts, movie, and television comedy shows.
Pun which is included as wordplay is usually found in the comedy movie to
express the sense of humor. In translating pun, a translator should pay more
attention with source language culture and the choice of diction (Bader, 2014:
19).
2Audrieth in his article The Art of Using Humor in Public Speaking
(1998) mentions 61 types of humor. Two of them are pun and wordplay. He
said that pun and wordplay are considered as different types of humor, yet he
did not give a clear definition that can give clear cut differentiation between
them. While Delabastita employs the word pun and wordplay synonymously.
He defines wordplay as:
“…the general name for the various textual phenomena in which
structural features of the language(s) used are exploited in order to
bring about a communicatively significant confrontation of two (or
more) linguistic structures with more or less similar forms and more or
less different meanings” (Delabastita in Koponen, 2004: 37).
So, it can be concluded that wordplay used linguistic structures to
make their form or meaning look similar. Attardo (in Koponen, 2004: 40)
discusses wordplay as a consciously metalinguistic phenomenon, which
means that the speakers are deliberately taking advantage of certain
characteristics of language (namely the existence of homonyms, polysemous
words, etc.) to create humorous effect. Although there are some scholars who
reject that the purpose of pun is merely to create humor. Readers or audiences
may have varying reactions to wordplay.
The applicability of pun commonly adjusts to a certain cultural or
linguistic. While in translating Pun, the translator often finds untranslatable
terms and language elements seemed to be unclear, at last they are not
transferred at all.
3In subtitling, a translator is not only confronted with the complexity of
the text, but also to the several constraints in subtitling. Hatim and Mason
(1997: 78) summarized four main constraints in subtitling. They are the shift
in mode from speech to writing, the time and space limitations, the reduction
of the source text as a consequence of the second constraint, and the
requirement of matching the visual image. Schwarz (2002) stated that the
overriding goal of good sub-titles must be their simplicity, clarity and
adequacy. Their function is to assist the audience with the understanding of
the film. Which is a good subtitle can make the audience pleasurable in
watching film since most people read subtitles more slowly than the pace of
the film dialogue.
Danesi (2010: 134) proposed that film is a text that contains a series of
photographic images that lead to the illusion of movement and action in real
life. There are many genres of film, such as romance, horror, fantasy,
documentary, drama, history, and comedy instead. The “Comedy” film genre
relies on humor as its driving force to push plot forward. Comedy films are
made to evoke laughter from its audience through humorous action and
dialogue via its characters. While it is true a comedy might contain serious
material, they usually climax with happy endings.
One of the comedy movie that is quite attractive to many audiences
and get the attention by any circles, in particular for children is Hotel
4Transylvania 2. Hotel Transylvania 2 is a 2015 American 3D computer
animated fantasy-comedy film. It is feasible to watch because it raised a story
about family life, namely the interaction between the grand-father with his
grandson. How a grandfather educated his grandson to inherit his ability
although this is a story about vampire but each character which is scary in a
real life made into cute and innocent to make the audience forget that they are
ghosts.
Every dialogue and behavior performed by characters in the movie
Hotel Transylvania 2 is inseparable of the joke where the dialogue itself using
a play on words that also referred to Pun. In this movie, there are many types
of Pun uttered by characters and since it is in Bahasa subtitle so that the
utterance used in the source language is translated and adjusted to the target
language.
The writer is interested in analyzing this topic because, it is related to
the comedy/humor in which humorous itself can be found in everyday life,
and might be used in social communication. Moreover, the media that the
writer used is a children animation movie, which is easy to understand and
suitable for various ages. Furthermore, the writer analyzed Pun in the movie
Hotel Transylvania 2 because in general it can be found in the media that
contains elements of humor which are this movie is a comedy genre.
5B. Problem Statement
In this movie, the writer finds some dialogues related to Pun which
inspired the writer to analyze some types and translation strategies of Pun that
is used in the dialogue among characters. Based on the problem statement, the
research questions formed in this research, as follows:
1. What types of pun are used in the movie Hotel Transylvania 2?
2. How are the strategies of translating the pun contained in the movie Hotel
Transylvania 2?
C. Objective of the Research
There are two major purposes by which the researcher expects to find
out as the answer to the problems mentioned above:
1. To describe the types of Pun used in the movie Hotel Transylvania 2.
2. To determine some strategies of translating the Pun contained in the
movie Hotel Transylvania 2.
D. Significance of the Research
This research is expected to be useful for:
1. Students
The result of this research can give new knowledge and become
references for those who want to analyze about Pun.
62. Lecturers
The result of this research can become additional reference in teaching
translation.
3. Translators
The result can guide the translator to give more contribution to the
specific problems of translation, in this case the ability of translator in
subtitling source text to the target text and its suitability with the visual of
the movie.
4. Other researchers
Finally, the result of this research is expected to attract other
researchers to do the similar study. This is considering that pun is still
considered as a new study even seldom to be heard by linguist researchers.
E. Scope of the Research
In this research, the writer focused on the subtitling pun in the movie
dialogue in particular from Source Text (English) to Target Text (Bahasa
Indonesia). It explained the types of pun contained in the animation movie
entitled Hotel Transylvania 2. This research also analyzed the techniques used
in translating pun. In answering both problems above, the writer used
Schroter’s theory which mentioned five types of Pun namely; homonymy,
7homophony, homography, paronymy, and polysemy. Strategies in translating
the Pun by Delabastita which include: pun to pun, pun to non-pun, pun to
related rhetorical device, pun to zero pun, pun source text same with pun
target text, non-pun to pun, zero pun to pun, and editorial techniques.
8CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
This chapter deals with some previous findings and theoretical
background.
A. Previous Study
Khanfar (2013) in his thesis, The Translation of Puns A Pragmatic or
Linguistic Equivalent. The researcher investigated the translation of puns from
English into Arabic, with specific reference to advertisements. It highlights
the graduate and undergraduate students’ choice of meaning (pragmatic or
semantic) which is in this research there are some relevant theoretical
frameworks used, they are: Grice, Searle, Brown and Levinson, and Pierce.
The result revealed that punning as a rhetorical device is one of the aspects of
indirectness; as a consequence, puns are inherently misleading by virtue of the
fact that each pun word obtains more than one meaning. This feature helps to
explain why students frequently encounter difficulties when engaging with
puns.
Lundquist (2014) in her thesis, Cunning Punning and Cultural
References Translating the typically British to Swedish. The researcher
analyzed what translation strategies can be used for rendering puns and
cultural references, from English into Swedish, found in a text that
9humorously presents stereotypically British phenomena, determined whether
the strategies are mainly source-oriented or target-oriented and pointed out
some similarities and differences between the translation strategies used for
puns and cultural references. The theory based on translation strategies
presented by Delabastita and the analysis of cultural references on strategies
presented by Pedersen. The result shows that puns and cultural references
require quite different approaches and quite different strategies. The chosen
approach for rendering puns was relatively free and target-oriented. The
source text puns were predominantly rendered by replacing them with target
text puns, even if this changed the text significantly. The cultural references,
on the other hand, were mainly rendered by using source-oriented strategies.
Retention and strategies that include or have been combined with retention
were the most frequently used ones.
Gustafsson (2010) in his thesis, Puns in Japanese Advertisements: A
Serious Approach on Japanese Humor. The researcher presented, described
and classified several examples of Japanese puns from a western humor-
theoretic perspective. In presenting and comparing puns from both English
and Japanese as examples, the researcher used script theories of Attardo and
Raskin in concerning humor. The result shows that there is no pun among the
examples and it was hardly a surprise since it would seem quite odd and
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contra productive for an advertiser to broadcast a pun conveying as little
meaning as possible.
After comparing three researchers above, there are similarities and
differences with what the writer analyzed. All the researchers studied about
pun where the first researcher focused on the pun translation on
advertisements from English to Arabic. The second researcher analyzed
translating strategies toward rendering puns and cultural references from
English to Swedish. While the third researcher also analyzed pun on
advertisement like the first researcher but in the research, the Japanese
advertisement that contained pun described through western humor
perspective then compared both using English and Japanese. In contrast with
the writer has that choose the animation movie and analyze the subtitle that
uttered by the characters inside which contained Pun.
B. Theoretical Background
1. Definition of Pun
Puns are a special form of humor based on double meanings. Puns are
sometimes nicknamed “the lowest form of humor” and often greeted with
groans, but in fact, the language knowledge needed to understand a pun is
very sophisticated, (Pollack in Lems, 2013: 26).
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Since they require processing the sound and meaning of words twice,
puns demand considerable language agility. Unlike humor based on sight
gags, funny facial expressions, or amusing visual arrangements, the humor of
puns is based on language play. Puns are also language-specific. Every
language has its own puns and wordplay.
Pun is a form of word play usually defined as a “deliberate
communicative strategy, or the result there of, used with a specific semantic
or pragmatic effect in mind” (Delabastita, 1997: 2). Meanwhile, Simpson and
Weiner (1989: 1393) stated that the use of a word in such a way as to suggest
two or more meaning or different associations, or the use of two or more
words of the same or nearly the same sound with different meanings, so as to
produce a humorous effect. Moreover, Henri Bergson defines a pun as a
sentence or utterance in which "the same sentence appears to offer two
independent meanings, but it is only an appearance; in reality there are two
different sentences made up of different words, but claiming to be one and the
same because both have the same sound". Walter Redfern succinctly says:
"To pun is to treat homonyms as synonyms" (cited in Giogardze, 2014: 271)
So, it can be concluded that Pun is a part of wordplay or also called the
play on words, where a word has two or more meanings, or it could be a word
or more that its sound almost same and produce a different meaning. The
word or utterance that contains Pun can produce humorous effect where every
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language has its own Pun which is different to other languages. The study
about Pun now considered as a modern language knowledge and part of study
about semantics or pragmatics.
2. Humor in Pun
“A happy life depends on a liver”, liver can refer to the organ liver or
simply the person who lives. Similarly, in a famous saying “Atheism is a non-
prophet institution” the word “prophet” is used instead of “profit” to produce
a humorous effect. They are the instances of pun in a sentence, where the
word ‘liver’ in a first sentence is considered as a pun that caused an ambiguity
of meaning and instead the word ‘prophet’ in the second sentence that caused
double of meaning.
The humor of a pun depends very much on the expectations shared by
the framer of the message and the addressee and on the way the latter is taken
by surprise and plunged into something entirely different from what s/he has
been prepared for (Delabastita, 1996: 138).
Punning should also be considered in relation to another important
aspect of human nature, namely our own sense of humor and our desire to
produce a humorous effect on the people we communicate with (Delabastita,
1996: 139).
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Sinclair in Bader (2014: 21) stated that certain hearers/readers have
certain predictions or expectations about how speakers/writers employ
language organization principles. Wordplay upsets or exploits these
organizational expectations, by relexicalization and rewording. For his part,
Hoey in Bader (2014: 21) provides a lexical-grammatical framework which
sheds light on precisely what the linguistic expectations of hearers/readers are
and how they come about in the first place.
Puns or wordplays are based commonly on a "confrontation or clash of
two meanings" (Delabatista, 1996: 138). One should notice too that puns
"result not only from the confrontation of two (or more) different meanings of
an identical or similar string of letters or sounds, but also from the clash
between two (or more) domains of human knowledge and experience." In this
sense, punning is "a perfect illustration of the close ties between language and
thought” (Delabastita, 1996: 152).
The wordplay comic effect strength is determined by showing the
distance between the domains of human knowledge and experiences and the
way they are connected. "Punning is possible in any language in so far as it
seems to be universal feature of language to have words with more than one
meaning (polysemy), different words with the same spelling or pronunciation
(homographs and homophones) and words which are synonyms or near
14
synonyms while having different pragmatic meanings and evoking different
associations" (Delabastita, 1996: 138-139).
Wordplay is inherently linked with the asymmetrical relationship
between language and the extra-linguistic world, which…is geared to the
optimum use of our information processing system. It is also dependent on the
asymmetry between the more or less limited number of language signs and the
much greater number of entities, events, and relationships we experience and
try to describe by means of language, (Delabastita, 1996: 139-152).
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that Pun is the
confrontation of two meanings which can be caused by different knowledge or
experience of the speaker/hearer. Punning also referred as the relationship
between language and the extra-linguistic world. It is might be interpreted as
thought. So no wonder if a word or utterance that is directed to the listener can
conduced different meanings by what the speaker meant to in this case,
including the world of humor.
3. Types of Pun
Schröter (2005: 168) mentioned five types of pun they are homonymy,
homophone, homography, paronymy, and polysemy.
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1) Homonymy
Homonymy is based on completely unrelated items that happen to be
identical due to mere coincidence (Schroter, 2005: 164). The term homonymy
is used to refer to the relationship between two (or more) linguistic structures
that are formally identical, both in spelling and sound, but have divergent
meanings (Schroter, 2005: 168).
Example: "Did you hear about the little moron who strained himself while
running into the screen door?"
The word strained carries the two meaning ‘gave much effort' and 'filtered'
(Bader 2014: 20).
This second example is taken from Korhonen (2008: 14-15) in The Simpson
season twelve, an episode titled Skinner's sense of snow.
The pupils of Springfield elementary school are trapped inside the
school because of a blizzard. Principal Skinner, whose authority is
called into question among the children, attempts to keep the situation
under control by using military tactics.
Principal Skinner: Children, stand down! (The children stand at
attention)
16
Principal Skinner: I said stand down! (The children make attempts at
standing upside down)
The writer of this particular scene are playing with the verb stand
down, which means ‘(cause to) come off duty; (cause to) relax after a state of
alert'. The children mistake Skinner's words to mean 'to stand at attention' and
as doing that does not seem to satisfy him they make attempts at standing
upside down instead.
2) Homophony
While homonymic and polysemic puns rely on competing signifieds
united by formally identical signifiers, the crucial items in homophonic puns
sound the same, as the label indicates, but are not spelt the same (Schroter
2005: 165).
Example: The name of a beauty parlour in The Blues Brothers movie:
Curl up & Dye
Beauty Salon
The pun on the curl up-element is polysemic, as we are dealing with
two closely related meanings here, and what is homophonic is the element dye
(colour), which contrasts with die (cease to live).
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This second example is from season 18 in The Simpson, an episode titled Stop
or my dog will shoot.
The Simpsons are at a harvest festival held in Springfield. They walk
around the carnival area. At the edge of a cornfield there is a sign that
says:
The a-maize-ing
MAIZE MAZE
“Betcha can't solve our maze!”
Here the writers of the episode play on the homophony of the words
maize and maze. The word maize is also embedded in a new version of the
word ‘amazing’ as a-maize-ing, making the two words homophones as well
(Korhonen, 2008:15).
3) Homography
The reverse of homophony, as it were, is homography, where the
written forms are identical, but not the pronunciation (Schroter 2005: 166).
The example below taken from Bader (2014: 20),
"You can tune a guitar, but you can't tuna fish unless of course you
play bass."
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This line contains two types of pun: first, a homophonic pun shown
clearly in the words tune and tuna; second, a homographic pun in the word
bass in which there is some kind of ambiguity reached through the identical
spelling of 'bass', a string instrument and 'bass', a kind of fish.
This second example is from season 12 of The Simpsons, an episode titled
Homer:
Homer tries his luck at the stock market and as a result loses a large
amount of the family’s funds. Homer and Marge try to figure out what
to do.
Homer: I have a great way to solve our money woes. You rent your
womb to a rich childless couple. If you agree, signify by
getting indignant.
Marge: Are you crazy? I’m not going to be a surrogate mother.
Homer: C’mon, Marge, we’re a team. It’s (uter-US), not (uter-YOU).
In example above, the words uterus (womb) and uter-US are
homographs. If they were to be spelled, their spelling would be identical.
Homer here pronounces the word so that it suits his purposes better. In
Homer’s version, the word contains the pronoun us (Korhonen, 2008: 13-14).
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4) Paronymy
Paronymy based on items that are more or less similar, but not
identical on either the graphemic or the phonetic level (Schroter 2005: 167).
The following example taken from The Simpsons eighth episode entitled
Skinner’s sense of snow.
The children have taken Principal Skinner hostage and are playing
havoc with the school’s permanent records. Skinner is tied up in an
office chair but tries to reason with the children and tell them to stop
what they are doing.
Bart: (Spinning Principal Skinner around in the chair) Quiet, Principal
Spinner!
Here, Spinner is a paronymy of the word Skinner. Both meanings are
exposed in one glimpse, as Bart utters the word Spinner and simultaneously
spins Principal Skinner in his chair (Korhonen, 2008: 17).
Another example also explained by Schroter (2005: 208) as follows:
In Shrek, the eponymous hero is annoyed that Princess Fiona is trying
to give him orders.
Shrek: Hey, I’m no-one’s messenger boy, all right? I’m a delivery
boy!
20
The word messenger and delivery are about as different as can be, and
it is only the following element, the short boy, that provides a formal link
between the lexical units of which they form a part. Yet in both instances, the
structure of the surrounding dialogue functions as a support to the weak
degree of formal identity between the items, and the result is, in my opinion,
two paronymic puns.
5) Polysemy
Polysemy results when a single item acquires, thanks to semantic
processes, and perhaps most notably metaphor, meanings that go beyond its
original, core meaning (Schroter 2005: 164). He presented the example of
polysemy below:
In An Ideal Husband, Lord Goring is annoyed by his father’s insistent
efforts to start a serious conversation about a wearisome topic and
responds with equivocal comments.
Father: I’m afraid I don’t follow you there at all.
Goring: Well, as far as I can make out, you seem to follow me
everywhere, Father.
21
Here, follow is first used metaphorically to mean ‘understand’, then
literally, as in ‘go after’ and it shows that the semantic link between them is
still easily recognizable (Schroter 2008: 165.
On the other hand, Korcak (2012: 13) also added that polysemic words
are lexical units with the same spelling and pronunciation, yet with different
meanings.
Example:
a. Taste, no waist / Taste, no waste
b. The energy to lead / Brand new lead paint
c. For the rest (relaxation) of your life / For the rest (remains) of your
life.
4. Subtitle
Jonas Borell in his journal Subtitling or Dubbing: An Investigation of
the Effects from Reading Subtitles on Understanding Audiovisual Material
(2000: 4) said that subtitling means that a text is shown together with visual
material, such as film. It usually consists of a written version of the lines
found in the soundtrack. The language can either be the same as on the
soundtrack, or a different one. Subtitling of the kind occurring in the film is
usually done with white text on a black background, in two rows near the
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bottom of the picture, approximately at the same time the corresponding lines
are heard on the soundtrack.
Cheng (2014: 16) said that subtitling is usually found under the
headings of “film translation”, “screen translation”, “audiovisual translation”
and “multimedia translation”. As the practice of mass communication and
language transfer has changed over the years and is still evolving, there have
been several attempts to define a field in which the ST consists of different
forms of information from the audio and visual channels. The variety of
terminology is the result of different attempts. Among these terms, “film
translation” was adopted before TV and videos became popular; others were
introduced later, trying to embrace a wider range of possibilities involved in
this kind of language transfer.
Gottlieb (1992: 162) defines subtitling as written, additive,
synchronous, fleeting and polysemiotic text type. It is written, as opposed to
spoken in other types of AVT; it is additive in which verbal material is added
to the original while the other elements remain unchanged; it is synchronous
because the original work and translation are presented simultaneously; it is
fleeting, as the subtitle is received in a flowing manner and beyond the control
of the audience (although pausing a scene is possible with DVDs, online
videos and videotapes, it is not intended); and it is polysemiotic because the
original is composed of several layers of signs.
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Reib and Vermeer stated that subtitles have been referred to as
intersemiotic translation, apparently on the assumption that not only verbal
utterances per se, but also the accompanying facial expressions and gestures
are somehow transferred. Intersemiotic translation, as introduced by
Jakobson, is defined as “an interpretation of verbal signs by means of signs of
nonverbal sign systems” (Schroter, 2005: 26).
5. Translation in Pun
Despite the uncertainty about the specific functioning of wordplay, it
can be suggested that its purpose is to be playful and possibly humorous.
Without further argument, it will be assumed here that punning expressions
are meant to be funny. Therefore, in this case, humor will play a significant
part in the translation of wordplay.
Taking into account everything that has already been mentioned about
wordplay, it is fairly reasonable to say that discussing the translation of such
expressions is relatively complicated. It is, however, possible that target
language and audience exercise most of the influence. This influence can, for
instance, be found in three of the seven translation strategies for puns,
proposed by Delabastita. These are: the translation of the source language pun
by a target language pun; the rendering of the pun with another rhetorical
24
device; the insertion of a compensatory pun where there was none in the
source language (Delabastita in Asimakoulas, 2004: 827).
Furthermore, Low claims that when it comes to humorous sentences
containing wordplay, puns should ideally be replicated or compensated in the
target language. Unless information transfer is more important than witticism,
in which case priority should go to the information. In other words, it is better
to explain an utterance instead of forcing a literal translation of the humorous
meaning. Furthermore, Giora shows with examples from psycholinguistic
studies that listeners prefer idiomatic interpretations of phrases to literal ones
(Low and Giora in Ushurova, 2012-2013: 10).
Hence, idiomaticity is more noticeable than literalness (Giora in
Partington, 2009: 1799). In this respect, Hymes also claims that it is part of a
native speaker’s communicative competence to know what the usual
combinatorial behaviour of linguistic items (Hymes in Partington, 2009:
1797).
Additionally, Qvale states that translators should decide from the
beginning whether wordplay or ambiguity really is what it looks like, and
whether it is intentional or not. In the case of intentional ambiguity, the
translator then needs to decide whether it is significant enough to be
transferred to the target text (Schröter, 2005: 79&82).
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Considering humorous utterances, for instance, Chiaro claims that
comic situations which are too culture-specific will not be considered amusing
outside the culture of origin (Schröter, 2005: 62). Thus, with these kinds of
expressions it is better to transfer only the essential information.
6. Translation Strategies in Pun
Delabastita in Korhonen (2008: 25-26) has presented the following
translation methods for wordplay:
a. PUN → PUN
The source-text pun is translated by a target-language pun, which may be
more or less different from the original wordplay in terms of formal
structure, semantic structure, or lexical function. It means that the
translator rendered pun into target language without eliminating the
elements of pun that existed in source language.
b. PUN → NON-PUN
The pun is rendered by a non-punning phrase which may salvage both
senses of wordplay but in a non-punning conjunction, or select one of the
senses at the cost of suppressing the other; of course, it may also occur
that both components of the pun are translated ‘beyond recognition’. In
other words, the translator did not realize about the existing of pun that
may translated it into another sense.
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c. PUN → RELATED RHETORICAL DEVICE
The pun is replaced by some wordplay related rhetorical device
(repetition, alliteration, rhyme, referential vagueness, irony, paradox, etc.)
which also aims to recapture the effect of the source-text pun.
d. PUN → ZERO
The portion of text containing the pun is simply omitted.
e. PUN ST = PUN TT
The translator reproduces the source-text pun and possibly its immediate
environment in its original formulation, i.e. without actually ‘translating’
it.
f. NON-PUN → PUN
The translator introduces a pun in textual positions where the original text
has no wordplay, by way of compensation to make up for source-text puns
lost elsewhere, or for any other reason. So, the source-text is translated
into pun target-text for the purpose to represent the other part which has
lost the element of Pun.
g. ZERO → PUN
Totally new textual material is added, which contains wordplay and which
has no apparent precedent or justification in the source text except as a
compensatory device. It means that the previous text which has no pun
content completely replaced into pun target-text.
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h. EDITORIAL TECHNIQUES
Explanatory footnotes or endnotes, comments provided in translator’s
forewords, the anthological presentation of different, supposedly
complementary solutions to one and the same source-text problem, and so
forth. It usually can be found in some translations that provide footnotes
or explanation for things that are considered as additional information.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH
This chapter presents research method, data resources, instrument of
the research, procedure of data collection, technique of data analysis, and
procedure of data analysis.
A. Research Method
The writer used descriptive qualitative method. Hadi (1983: 3) states
that a descriptive research is a research in which the researcher needs only to
collect and analyze the data to subsequently be able to draw a conclusion upon
the data without making a generalization. In this research, the researcher
described types of pun and strategies of translating the pun found in Hotel
Transylvania 2 movie’s dialogue which used Indonesian subtitle.
B. Data Resources
The data were taken from the dialogue in animation movie Hotel
Transylvania 2 that was uttered by the whole characters which contained pun
from the beginning until the end of the movie. The movie used English while
the subtitle in Indonesian which both were the data in analyzing this research.
The movie was directed by Genndy Tartakovsky. Starring by Adam
Sandler, Andy Samberg, and Selena Gomez, it was distributed by Columbia
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Pictures, LStar Capital, and Sony Pictures Animation, the movie released on
September 25th, 2015 with its length 01:29:18. The movie itself translated
and subtitled into Indonesian by Ibrahimkh.
C. Instrument of the Research
Note taking was the instrument of the data used in this research. Note
taking is a method in assembling data required by using note card to write
down the data found from source of data (Bogdan and Biklein, 2003: 20). In
order to find data easily, the writer made some notes to classify the important
unit or part of script related to the problems and the objectives of the research.
D. Procedure of Data Collection
There are some stages that the researcher did in collecting the data,
they are:
1. The researcher watched the movie Hotel Transylvania 2.
2. Made the transcript of subtitle in Hotel Transylvania 2 movie.
3. Identified and made notes taking to collect the data considered as a Pun.
E. Technique of Data Analysis
The writer analyzed the data by using Schroter and Delabastita’s
theory. Schroter (2005: 168) mentions five types of pun that are homonymy,
homophony, homography, paronymy, and polysemy. Delabastita (1996: 134)
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presents translation strategies in pun, as follows: pun to pun, pun to non-pun,
pun to related rhetorical device, pun to zero pun, pun source text same with
pun target text, non-pun to pun, zero pun to pun, and editorial techniques.
F. Procedure of Data Analysis
After collecting the data, the writer analyzed them by following steps:
1. The researcher classified the data related with the research questions.
2. The researcher analyzed the types of Pun related with Schroter’s theory
which contained in the movie Hotel Transylvania 2.
3. The researcher analyzed the translation strategies of Pun related with
Delabastita’s theory which contained in the movie Hotel Transylvania 2.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
This chapter includes the findings and discussions, which discussed
intensively. In findings, the researcher collects the data which considered as
pun. In discussions, the researcher explains the types and translation strategies
of pun in the movie “Hotel Transylvania 2”.
A. FINDINGS
In this part, the researcher presents the data which are grouped into
table. In Hotel Transylvania 2 movie there are 37 data which contained pun.
In the movie, there are three types of pun found they are one of homonymy,
four data of paronymy, and 32 data of polysemy. In understanding the data,
the researcher presented explanation S as scene, D as data, and M as minute.
The table below shows the types and translation strategies of pun:
Table 1. 1. Types of pun contained in the movie
No. Data Types of Pun
D1,S1,M 00:01:58 Bigfoot : Holy smokes, everybody's
here.
Polysemy
D2,S1,M 00:04:57 Drac : He would have eaten him.
He's not as enlightened as
your hip Daddy.
Polysemy
D3,S2,M 00:06:18 Mavis : He's silly. Polysemy
D4,S3,M 00:11:38 Mavis : It's great. Thank you. We
just have to baby-proof that.
Polysemy
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D5,S4,M 00:13:19 Fly : Oh, my goodness, Leonard.
If you really looked that
hideous, I don't think I could
hang out with you.
Polysemy
D6,S4,M 00:13:24 Drac : Guys, what's the deal? Is
this a party? Pick up a
phone.
Polysemy
D7,S5,M 00:13:58 Johnny : Right. So, I was thinking,
since we have so many
humans now, maybe update
some of the acts? Like,
maybe the magician?
Polysemy
D8,S5,M 00:14:24 Drac : Can't blame Harry for the
crowd not being hip.
Polysemy
D9,S6,M 00:15:16 Johnny : It's easy. Look. I'll text
Mavis. Psyched for date
night.
Polysemy
D10,S6,M 00:15:45 Drac : Okay. Blue Tooth, come
over here.
Homonymy
D11,S6,M 00:16:28 Dennis : I'm a bat. I'm a bat. I'm a
bat. I'm a bat. I'm a bat.
Paronymy
D12,S9,M 00:22:15 Winnie : Zing, zing? Polysemy
D13,S9,M 00:23:04 Drac : Oh, hey, dudeman. It's not
me. It's Mavey. Hey,
dudeman. I'm afraid to say
anything. Hey, dudeman. I'm
a dudeman!
Polysemy
D14,S10,M 00:24:48 Frank : "Vampa"? Paronymy
D15,S10,M 00:27:14 Frank : Is it shorts weather where
we're going?
Polysemy
D16,S11,M 00:29:01 Dennis : No cake, cebause Kakie
says, "Too much cake makes
tummy ache." Yay! "A
monster always shares."
Paronymy
D17,S12,M 00:32:03 Frank : Okay, I'll give it a shot. Polysemy
D18,S13,M 00:34:43 Drac : Some werewolf. Did you Paronymy
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actually say the word
"growl?" You're a
werewussy.
D19,S13,M 00:34:49 Wayne : I said I was rusty. Polysemy
D20,S13,M 00:36:18 Man : Excuse us. Do you know
where someone can get a
bite around here?
Polysemy
D21,S14,M 00:37:57 Mavis : Wait. Stop at that
playground. Look at these
cute kids. Holy rabies! This
looks like a blast.
Polysemy
D22,S14,M 00:39:25 Johnny : You feel me now? That's my
girlfriend, suckers.
Polysemy
D23,S14,M 00:39:45 Johnny : Oh. To raise a kid? I don't
know about awesome.
Maybe tubular. Capisce?
Anyways, we should hit my
folks' place.
Polysemy
D24,S14,M 00:40:45 Murray : You're pushin' too hard.
Lighter.
Polysemy
D25,S14,M 00:41:58 Griffin : Wow, I nailed it with the
Sunglasses Man. Right off
the top of my head. I threw
in a "cebause." Did everyone
see that?
Polysemy
D26,S14,M 00:47:06 Pandragora : Yeah, you're gonna dig it
here. Don't even worry.
People are totally cool with
our lifestyle choice.
Polysemy
D27,S14,M 00:48:23 Drac : You'd rather be listening to
those putrid new songs?
Polysemy
D28,S14,M 00:48:26 Drac : What happened to Michael
Row Your Corpse Ashore?
Or Old McWerewolf Had
An Axe?
Polysemy
D29,S14,M 00:50:17 Drac : No, that ain’t happening. His Polysemy
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mother’s already nutsy koo
koo!
D30,S14,M 00:51:40 Mavis : And you learned about
everything growing up in
Santa Claus.
Paronymy
D31,S14,M 00:52:19 Johnny : Check out this video my
friend sent me. This kid is an
awesome daredevil.
Polysemy
D32,S14,M 00:53:38 Johnny : Whoa! Okay. I’ll go wake
up my backpack.
Polysemy
D33,S14,M 00:55:35 Drac : This scooter thing's out of
juice. We're never gonna
make it. Frank, blow. Now!
How fun is this? Why are
you laughing? You like that?
Watch this. Coochie-
coochie-coochie-coo! Now
this is flying, Denisovich.
Polysemy
D34,S15,M 01:00:47 Little boy : All these awesome
freakazoids! So, who's the
coolest monster?
Polysemy
D35,S15,M 01:02:00 Vlad : Easy, Bela. At least there's
another vampire in the
family. It's at a hotel? Fancy
schmancy.
Polysemy
D36,S15,M 01:03:52 Little boy : Got your butt kicked by a
girl, Batman. Yeah.
Whatever. I'm not about to
cry.
Polysemy
D37,S15,M 01:07:02 Vlad : What's that thing on your
head? Looks like my
grandmother's boobies.
Polysemy
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In this movie, there are four translation strategies of pun used they are 26 data
of pun to pun, five data of pun to non-pun, two data of pun translated into related
rhetorical device, and four data of pun ST same with pun TT. The following table
shows the number of the data that used translation strategies of pun.
Table 1. 2. Translation strategies contained in the movie
No. Data TranslationStrategies of Pun
D1,S1,M 00:01:58 Bigfoot : Holy smokes, everybody's
here.
Bigfoot : Ya ampun, semuanya
datang!
Pun → pun
D2,S1,M 00:04:57 Drac : He would have eaten him.
He's not as enlightened as
your hip Daddy.
Drac : Dia akan memakannya.
Dia tak terbuka seperti
ayahmu ini.
Pun → pun
D3,S2,M 00:06:18 Mavis : He's silly.
Mavis : Dia kasmaran.
Pun → pun
D4,S3,M 00:11:38 Mavis : It's great. Thank you. We
just have to baby-proof
that.
Mavis : Bagus. Terima kasih. Kita
simpan dulu.
Pun → pun
D5,S4,M 00:13:19 Fly : Oh, my goodness,
Leonard. If you really
looked that hideous, I
don't think I could hang
out with you.
Fly : Astaga, Leonard. Jika kau
sejelek itu aku takkan
mau berkencan
Pun → non-pun
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denganmu.
D6,S4,M 00:13:24 Drac : Guys, what's the deal? Is
this a party? Pick up a
phone.
Drac : Ingat kesepakatan kita!
Ini pesta, bukan? Angkat
teleponnya!
Pun → non-pun
D7,S5,M 00:13:58 Johnny : Right. So, I was thinking,
since we have so many
humans now, maybe
update some of the acts?
Like, maybe the
magician?
Johnny : Benar, aku berpikir
berhubung banyak
manusia di sini, bisa ubah
sedikit sifat mereka?
Misalnya pesulap itu.
Pun → pun
D8,S5,M 00:14:24 Drac : Can't blame Harry for the
crowd not being hip.
Drac : Harry tidak bisa
dipaksakan untuk jadi
modern.
Pun → pun
D9,S6,M 00:15:16 Johnny : It's easy. Look. I'll text
Mavis. Psyched for date
night.
Johnny : Ini mudah. Lihat, aku
SMS ke Mavis.
Bersiaplah untuk kencan
kita.
Pun → pun
D10,S6,M 00:15:45 Drac : Okay. Blue Tooth, come
over here.
Drac : Blue Tooth, kemari.
Pun ST = pun TT
D11,S6,M 00:16:28 Dennis : I'm a bat. I'm a bat. I'm
a bat. I'm a bat. I'm a
bat.
Pun→Related
rhetorical device
(repetition)
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Dennis : Aku seekor kelelawar!
Aku kelelawar! Aku
kelelawar! Aku seekor
kelelawar!
D12,S9,M 00:22:15 Winnie : Zing, zing?
Winnie : Zing, zing?
Pun ST=Pun TT
D13,S9,M 00:23:04 Drac : Oh, hey, dudeman. It's
not me. It's Mavey. Hey,
dudeman. I'm afraid to
say anything. Hey,
dudeman. I'm a
dudeman!
Drac : Bukan aku yang bilang,
tapi  Mavey. Hei, Ayah!
Aku tak takut bilang apa-
apa. Hei, Ayah, Aku ini
ayahnya!
Pun→Related
rhetorical device
(repetition)
D14,S10,M 00:24:48 Frank : "Vampa"?
Frank : "Vampa"?
Pun ST = pun TT
D15,S10,M 00:27:14 Frank : Is it shorts weather where
we're going?
Frank : Apa kita akan pergi ke
pantai?
Pun → pun
D16,S11,M 00:29:01 Dennis : No cake, cebause Kakie
says, "Too much cake
makes tummy ache."
Yay! "A monster always
shares."
Dennis : Tidak ada kue, kanera
Kakie bilang: 'Terlalu
banyak kue bisa sakit
perut'. "Monster selalu
berbagi."
Pun → pun
D17,S12,M 00:32:03 Frank : Okay, I'll give it a shot.
Frank : Baik, akan kucoba.
Pun → pun
D18,S13,M 00:34:43 Drac : Some werewolf. Did you Pun → non-pun
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actually say the word
"growl?" You're a
werewussy.
Drac : Manusia serigala apanya?
Apa kau sudah
menggeram? Kau
serigala banci!
D19,S13,M 00:34:49 Wayne : I said I was rusty.
Wayne : Aku sudah terlalu tua.
Pun → pun
D20,S13,M 00:36:18 Man : Excuse us. Do you know
where someone can get a
bite around here?
Man : Permisi. Kalian tahu
tempat makan di daerah
sini?
Pun → pun
D21,S14,M 00:37:57 Mavis : Wait. Stop at that
playground. Look at these
cute kids. Holy rabies!
This looks like a blast.
Mavis : Tunggu. Berhenti di
taman ini! Lihat anak-
anak itu! Demi rabies!
Mereka hebat sekali!
Pun → pun
D22,S14,M 00:39:25 Johnny : You feel me now? That's
my girlfriend, suckers.
Johnny : Kau lihat? Itu pacarku,
pecundang!
Pun → non-pun
D23,S14,M 00:39:45 Johnny : Oh. To raise a kid? I don't
know about awesome.
Maybe tubular. Capisce?
Anyways, we should hit
my folks' place.
Johnny : Membesarkan anak? Aku
tak sadar tempat ini
sehebat itu. Mungkin
maksudmu ‘keren’.
Pun → pun
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Paham? Ayo kita ke
rumah orang tuaku.
D24,S14,M 00:40:45 Murray : You're pushin' too hard.
Lighter.
Murray : Kau tekan terlalu keras.
Pelan-pelan.
Pun → pun
D25,S14,M 00:41:58 Griffin : Wow, I nailed it with the
Sunglasses Man. Right
off the top of my head. I
threw in a "cebause." Did
everyone see that?
Griffin : Aku hebat jadi manusia-
kacamata! Itu terlintas
begitu saja! Apa semua
lihat?
Pun → pun
D26,S14,M 00:47:06 Pandragora : Yeah, you're gonna dig it
here. Don't even worry.
People are totally cool
with our lifestyle choice.
Pandragora : Kau akan betah di sini.
Jangan cemas. Orang di
sini bisa menerima gaya
hidup kami.
Pun → pun
D27,S14,M 00:48:23 Drac : You'd rather be listening
to those putrid new
songs?
Drac : Kau suka mendengar lagu
yang payah itu?
Pun → pun
D28,S14,M 00:48:26 Drac : What happened to
Michael Row Your
Corpse Ashore? Or Old
McWerewolf Had An
Axe?
Drac : Ke mana aura mayat
hidupmu? Atau Manusia
Serigala yang membawa
kapak?
Pun → pun
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D29,S14,M 00:50:17 Drac : No, that ain’t happening.
His mother’s already
nutsy koo koo!
Drac : Jangan. Ibunya juga gila.
Pun → pun
D30,S14,M 00:51:40 Mavis : And you learned about
everything growing up in
Santa Claus.
Mavis : Dan kau tumbuh dengan
lingkungan Santa Claus.
Pun ST = pun TT
D31,S14,M 00:52:19 Johnny : Check out this video my
friend sent me. This kid is
an awesome daredevil.
Johnny : Lihat video yang
dikirimkan temanku ini!
Bocah ini gila!
Pun → pun
D32,S14,M 00:53:38 Johnny : Whoa! Okay. I’ll go wake
up my backpack.
Johnny : Baik. Aku ambil dulu
ranselku.
Pun → pun
D33,S14,M 00:55:35 Drac : This scooter thing's out of
juice. We're never gonna
make it. Frank, blow.
Now! How fun is this?
Why are you laughing?
You like that? Watch this.
Coochie-coochie-coochie-
coo! Now this is flying,
Denisovich.
Drac : Skuter ini kehabisan
tenaga. Kita takkan
sampai! Frank, tiup.
Sekarang!
Menyenangkan, bukan?
Kenapa kau tertawa? Kau
suka? Lihat ini. Ini baru
namanya terbang,
Denisovich.
Pun → pun
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D34,S15,M 01:00:47 Little boy : All these awesome
freakazoids! So, who's
the coolest monster?
Little boy : Semua keanehan ini!
Siapa monster paling
keren?
Pun → pun
D35,S15,M 01:02:00 Vlad : Easy, Bela. At least
there's another vampire in
the family. It's at a hotel?
Fancy schmancy.
Vlad : Tenang, Bela. Setidaknya
akan ada tambahan
vampire di keluarga. Dia
tinggal di hotel? Tempat
tinggal mewah?
Pun → pun
D36,S15,M 01:03:52 Little boy : Got your butt kicked by a
girl, Batman. Yeah.
Whatever. I'm not about
to cry.
Little boy : Kau dikalahkan oleh
wanita, Batman.
Terserahlah. Aku takkan
menangis.
Pun → pun
D37,S15,M 01:07:02 Vlad : What's that thing on your
head? Looks like my
grandmother's boobies.
Vlad : Benda apa yang ada di
kepalamu? Seperti
payudara nenekku.
Pun → non-pun
B. DISCUSSION
In this part of a discussion, the researcher explains the data based on
findings in previous part they are types and translation strategies of pun in the
movie “Hotel Transylvania 2”.
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A) Types of Pun in the Movie Hotel Transylvania 2
1. Homonymy
In datum 10, the word 'Blue tooth' intended by Johnny is mobile phone
device while Drac refers it as Blue Tooth, a monster in Hotel Transylvania. It
is considered as homonymy because as stated by Schroter (2005: 168) that a
word is considered homonymy when both spelling and pronunciation identical
and have different meaning.
From the data above, they are included into homonymy are those that
have the same spelling and pronunciation but have different meaning in other
words.
2. Paronymy
Datum 11, 14, 16, 18, 30 are classified into paronymy. In datum 11,
16, and 30, have the same case that is rather similar but not identical in
phonetic whereas datum 14 and 18 are the two words blending (portmanteau).
In datum 11, I’m a bat that uttered by Dennis for five times like in the
movie, it sounds like he said ‘bird’ effect in mind especially in this movie
Dennis described as a baby in which his pronunciation is less clear. Thus, the
word bat spoken by Dennis contained paronymy because it also refers to
another word ‘bird’. In datum 16, the word cebause refers to ‘because’ since
Dennis portrayed as an under the five-years-old baby. They both have rather
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same phones effect in mind but cannot be considered as homophone since
they don’t have the identical pronunciation. In datum 30, actually, Mavis
intends to say Santa Cruz a place where Johnny lives but just she never goes
around so far from the hotel so it falls to Santa Claus, the only term she ever
heard. The word Claus and Cruz are more highlighted here since they have
less or more similar sound. Santa Claus means the person who brings gifts to
children on Christmas Eve while Santa Cruz is a region in the United States.
As Tiersma said in Schroter (2005: 209) that paronymic pun can be termed as
near-homophones of linguistic structures.
In datum 14, Vampa here is a blending from Vampire and Grandpa
which three beginning letters of vampire and two last letters of grandpa. At a
glance, it is only a word to mention vampire in a different way but in fact, it
contains two words that make hearer consider vampa is a vampire. In datum
18, werewussy comes from the werewolf and wussy to show Wayne as a wolf
who did not have the courage. Werewussy is a person with no guts or a person
who whines all day and sits around and cries like a little baby for years over
nothing and also someone who will blow anything out of proportion and
create drama to forget about his/her sad miserable lives. Based on Nash in
Korhonen (2008: 18) points out, the concept of portmanteau was originally
developed by Lewis Carroll. It is a label for the coinage that packs two
meanings into one word. Moreover, Delabastita in Schroter (2005:209) said
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that one distinction that can be made within the realm of paronymy is that
between near-homophones and near-homographs, and the choice of the term
may depend on.
Based on the data above, those are included into paronymy separated
into two categories namely a word, phrase, or utterance that are rather similar
but not identical. In a glance, they are referred to another word or phrase
phonetically effect in mind. For the second category called portmanteau which
is a blending two words into one.
3. Polysemy
According to Fellbaum (2000:52), polysemy occurred to a particular
word exhibits variations of its sense depending on the context of its use.
Furthermore, it is also emphasized by Dash (2005:2) that the most frequently
used lexical items are normally multi-semantic in nature. Probably, due to
their flexibility to be used in various contexts, capacities, and senses makes
them polysemous.
Datum 1, 4, 5, 8, 13, 21, 22, 23, 26, 29, 35 are slang. In datum 1, the
phrase holy smokes contained two meanings either in lexical or connotative
meaning. In lexical or dictionary meaning, it means pure and good while
smoke is white, gray or black vapor produced by something burning. In
connotative meaning, it includes in slang as the interjection, used to express
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surprise or annoyance. In datum 4, baby-proof in slang’s meaning means a
thing that used for decreasing number of birth. While in this movie, it means
to keep or hide something. Mavis thinks that Dennis is not a monster so a
present from Eunice need to be kept at a distance and can be dangerous for
him. In datum 5, hang out is a slang which means spending time or gather
with people and for the lexical meaning means hanging something while in
this movie it translated into dating.
In datum 8, the word hip refers to part of body according to its
dictionary meaning, but here hip expressed by Drac means modern as shown
in the movie. In datum 13, dudeman comes from the word dude that usually
used for greeting someone (generally for men) more closely and it considered
as polysemy because it is a slang word and translated as a father in this scene.
This word is quite obviously a mixture of the words dude and man. It takes
the "coolness", the "casualness", and the "chillness" from dude, and it
combines it with the "seriousness" and all the other stuff that makes "man"
different from dude, all into one word. It is all encompassing, having more
emotional depth than just dude and man alone.
In datum 21, the word blast itself is slang used as an expletive. An
exclamation to say that something you did not want to happen happened.
While it’s also has another meaning as explosion, especially one caused by a
bomb. In datum 22, suckers based on dictionary means vacuum, hard candies,
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or some kind of fish while within the meaning of slang that means stupid
person, a person who is being cheated, or loser. In datum 23, tubular based on
dictionary meaning is tube or pipe while in slang meaning it is used mostly in
the 80's, or by people mocking the 80's to describe something awesome or
excellent ie, good. In datum 26, based lexical meaning dig means excavate
something whereas in slang meaning, it means to understand, appreciate, and
love. In datum 29, the word nutsy is slang which means an individual who is
kooky and nutty in their personality which differs from its lexical meaning
means something made of legumes. In datum 35, fancy schmancy is a slang
means totally luxurious. It is usually used as a form of contempt for people of
high class in which in this movie it refers to Drac’s hotel.
Datum 17, 20, 25, 36 are idiom. In datum 17, give a shot is an idiom
that means an action or doing something not to shoot people. Therefore, these
phrases are categorized into Polysemy for causing various meanings. In datum
20, get a bite is an idiom means to get something can be eaten quickly but it
could mean another thing based on the context like in this movie the man
provoked the vampire to eat him. In datum 25, the term nailed it is an idiom
means a task successfully completed or got something right while for the
lexical meaning means to spike something. In datum 36, got your butt kicked
by a girl is an idiom, so it cannot be translated to mean every single word
since it is used to describe someone who is lost in a fight.
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In datum 28, the utterance ‘Michael Row Your Corpse Ashore’ is
called a frame in which part of intertextual wordplay. In this scene, Drac
insulted Murray as 'Michael Row Your Corpse Ashore'. The term is a parody
based on Michael, Row Your Boat Ashore which is a negro spiritual song. It
was first noted during the American Civil War at St. Helena Island, one of the
Sea Islands of South Carolina. It was sung by former slaves whose owners
had abandoned the island before the Union navy arrived to enforce a
blockade. It was first published in Slave Songs of the United States, by Allen,
Ware, and Lucy McKim Garrison, in 1867. According to Leppihalme in
Korhonen (2008: 17), an intertextual wordplay is based on a readily available
phrase (like a verse, advertising slogan, proverb, the name of a book or movie
etc).
Datum 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 12, 15, 19, 24, 27, 28, 31, 32, 33, 34, and 37 are
taken from word or utterance that referred to another meaning and not
included into slang or idiom. Based on Dash (2005: 2), he stated that the
number of multi-semantic (polysemous) words in a natural language is really
large. Most of the multi-semantic words belong to noun, verb, and adjective,
which constitute a major part of the vocabulary of a language. Most of the
polysemous words have a core sense, which is normally derived from their
etymology and referred to in the dictionaries. Other senses are usually
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generated from their usages in various contexts. Thus, variation of sense is
generated from varied use of words.
In datum 2, enlightened itself is a transitive verb which means give
somebody more knowledge or understanding of something. While in this
movie, it is treated as an adjective to show that Drac is more open-minded
than Vlad. In datum 3, silly brings another meaning outside of lexical
meaning that is showing a lack of thought or good sense. It also can be
purposed to say someone’s in love as shown in this movie. In datum 6, here
deal can be related to agreement, financial matters, or turn. While in this
movie what’s the deal uttered by Drac actually meant to ask his employees
what they were doing or what the problem. In datum 7, in delivering those
words, Johnny says updating some of the acts which the researcher focuses on
the word update is regarded as change the acts in the movie. While it is
usually used in terms update programs but here that term used to change
nature of a person. So, the word can mean another depending on the context
used.
In datum 9, psyched comes from psyche means soul or heart and for
another meaning it is a person who excited or pumped up about something. In
this case, Johnny asked his wife to get ready for their date night. In datum 12,
zing according to the dictionary meaning it’s a spirit but in this movie, the
word is translated as a call to someone's favorite. A Zing is a special feeling in
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The Hotel Transylvania universe. A zing happens when one person meets his
or her soulmate, the person they will spend entirety with. In Martha's letter to
Mavis it is mentioned that you only Zing once. In datum 15, shorts weather
which is the focus of the authors that is spoken by Frank caused the ambiguity
of meaning, which can be meaningful if the place has a short or mild weather
but in this case it means beach. In datum 19, rusty in dictionary means
showing lack of recent practice, carat, and forgotten while in this scene it has
another meaning means old.
In datum 24, lighter based on denotative meaning means match or
cigarette lighter but if it is related to the movie context means slowly. In
datum 27, putrid based on the dictionary meaning means something’s smell or
rancid. In other hand, it refers to something’s not good related to Dana’s song
as shown in the movie. In datum 31, daredevil could refer to several meanings
such as someone who does a near impossible stunt or a comic made by
Marvel, a blind lawyer who fights for justice in the Courtroom and out of the
Courtroom as the masked vigilante Daredevil while for the lexical meaning, it
means someone’s dare to die or intrepid. In datum 32, wake up means get up
from sleeping. Wake up intended by Johnny here in the sense of waking his
bag because he thought it is fellow human beings. So, the word is then
adjusted its meaning in the context of the sentence.
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In datum 33, the term thing's out of juice leads to several meanings,
including someone who ran out or dead tired and could be meant to say
electronic equipment that's out of power and needs recharging. In datum 34,
freakazoids comes from freak means crazy or weird. Since the movie is
children content so, the word is modified into freakazoids referring to the
children superhero cartoon. In datum 37, grandmother’s boobies considered as
polysemy pun since this movie is a children content the word boobies rather
unfamiliar for them. So, it would be much better if it is changed into breast.
From the explanation above, the data included in the polysemy is the
word, phrase or utterance that has more than one meaning that can cause
ambiguity even though it has a general meaning in society, but it could have
meant another in the movie. This type can be found generally in slang and
idiom or terms that exist in the community.
B) Translation Strategies of Pun in the Movie Hotel Transylvania 2
1. Pun is translated into Pun
There are 26 data employing this strategy. Most of them are polysemy
(25 data) which shown in datum 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, and 36. The rest is paronymy (in datum
16).
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In datum 1, all the monsters and Johnny families gathered at the hotel
to celebrate Mavis and Johnny’s wedding. In this scene Bigfoot monster shake
hands with Drac he congratulated for his daughter's wedding with the phrase
'holy smokes' in which he seemed surprised by the guests who attended in the
party. Where in the phrase was categorized as polysemy and translated into ya
ampun in which the translation in accordance with the meaning intended by
Bigfoot in the source text.
In datum 2, Mavis danced with her father, Drac while asking his
grandfather's absence, Vlad at her wedding. Drac replied that his grandfather
unlike him who is not open-minded to human existence. Where he termed the
word terbuka as 'enlightened' that considered as Pun because it refers to
several meanings.  In this scene, the word is meant to be terbuka refers to
'open-minded' and the translator was simultaneously translated into terbuka in
which the translation is considered relevant with the intention of the character
in the movie and maintaining the sense that should be in the text from source
text to target text.
In datum 3, Johnny suddenly invites Drac to fly with her daughter,
Mavis at night. Drac certainly surprised by the invitation of Johnny that looks
like hiding something from him until he asked his daughter what happened
with him. Mavis just said 'he's silly' which translates into dia kasmaran.
Where it is 'silly' is also polysemy because it has a meaning other than stupid
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but translated as kasmaran to indicate the intention of Mavis who saw strange
behavior of Johnny as if he wanted to show something that happened to Mavis
to his father-in-law.
In datum 4, Dennis has just celebrated his first birthday. He got a
guillotine, a toy for a monster from Eunice. Mavis takes the gift from Drac
and keeps it. But here she does not use the word 'keep or save' to mention the
word menyimpan but 'baby-proof'. Therefore, the term cannot be translated as
anti-bayi but as menyimpan. The use of the term 'baby-proof' indicates as if
the guillotine should not be used by children or anything against them.
In datum 7, Johnny wants to change some of the rules related to the
opening of the hotel to humans. So, he wants the act of the monsters can be
accepted by human. For instance Harry the magician monster who used a card
and hid it in the heart of the other human monsters that surprised the audience.
In this case, the researcher underlines the phrase spoken by Johnny 'updating
some of the acts' which translated into ubah sedikit sifat mereka. In this case
'update' is regarded as Pun since the word does not mean memperbaharui but
merubah in this movie. Moreover, the word is addressed to the monsters in
the story is also similar to humans as living beings.
In datum 8, Drac does not agree with Johnny’s suggestion to adjust the
magic performance of Harry with human audience. He said that Harry should
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not be forced to become modern. Which the researcher underlines the word
'hip' used by Drac that translated into modern to describe the whole monsters
in hotel can’t be treated like human.
In datum 9, Drac does not know how to type on his phone, Johnny
then teaches him how to text Mavis. Johnny then took his cell phone and
texted to Mavis to get ready for a date night with him. Then Mavis replied that
he had to look after Dennis. In this case the word used by Johnny 'psyched'
translated into bersiaplah in which the translation is deemed appropriate with
the aim of the character because he seemed excited when texted her but she
just sighs (a sign disappointed) when Mavis rejected his invitation.
In datum 15, when Mavis and Johnny went to vacation, Drac decided
to go to his old hunting spot by taking his grandson, Dennis without Mavis
permission. He also invited Wayne, Murray, and Frank to go with him that
makes them so excited especially Frank. He expected to be invited to the
beach while saying "is it shorts weather where we're going?" where 'shorts
weather' is defined as pantai and not translated into cuaca yang pendek given
Murrray then said that he was not ready with a bathing suit.
In datum 16, Drac invites his grandson and friends to hunt in a
monster adventure. Dennis was so happy that he is going to eat cake because
his favorite monster cartoon Kakie, loves to eat cake. In this movie, Dennis
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did not say ‘because’ but 'cebause' which is considered as Pun translated into
kanera. If hearing the word at a glance, it does not mean anything just because
the character who utters the word is a toddler, then it refers to ‘because’ and
here the translator is able to translate the word into kanera that followed the
source language style.
In datum 17, Drac and his entourage arrived in the Dark Forest,
Municipal Park. He then immediately asked Frank to show his ability to scare
people. Frank reciprocates by saying 'I'll give it a shot' as if he wanted to
shoot people in the area. Yet here the idiom means akan kucoba which is
regarded as the proper translation with existing visual.
In datum 19, it was the Wayne’s turn to prey on anything in the
woods. At first he refused it because he would no longer be a monster just to
inspire Drac’s grandson. He also argued that there was nothing to be killed in
the forest. Yet he finished speaking, suddenly a deer crossed in front of him.
Frank immediately said to kill him. With a heavy heart, he walked with his
head down thinking about how to do it again and saying “I said I was rusty”
which translated into aku sudah terlalu tua. Where the researcher underlines
the word 'rusty' which translated into tua although the word meaning is
corroded or forget, but here the translator prefer perceive to be tua as if to
emphasize the character of Wayne who had previously said that he had not
done it again for longtime, and he had forgotten how to be a monster.
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In datum 20, a car passed by Drac and his friends and asked them
where they can get food. Since seeing the fangs, the woman immediately
rebuked her husband that she asked a vampire. They immediately apologized
and go away. In this movie, the man is not using 'get a food' to say look for
food but 'get a bite'. The phrase is an idiom that translated to tempat makan.
And the translation is considered to be in accordance with the source language
because in this scene, the human couple who asked Drac looked lost way and
did not know that they asked a monster not human. Furthermore, the man said
'get a bite' on a vampire that could be translated as if he lured Drac to bite
him.
In datum 21, Mavis who saw a bunch of kids were playing bicycle
asking Johnny to stop the car. She then watched them closely. She was
amazed by the action of the children while saying “this looks like a blast”.
The word 'blast' is polysemy which translated into hebat sekali. Although the
word also means ledakan but if translated such a thing so, the translation is
considered not appropriate with the context of the movie occurs, because in
this scene shows the admiration of Mavis against the action of children and it
could be the word 'blast' described that what she saw at the time is something
extraordinary or festive just like a fireworks explosion.
In datum 23, Mavis was impressed with the kids she met in the park.
She thought Dennis would rather stay in the hometown of his father which is a
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good place to raise children. Johnny was immediately shocked, he just did not
think Mavis loved his hometown. He immediately said 'maybe tubular'
response to the intention of his wife where the translator translated as keren.
Tubular is slang for mentioning something exceptional or cool. In this scene,
he mocked his wife’s admiration to his hometown by using 'tubular' not
'awesome or good'.
In datum 24, Drac tried to hang up Mavis’ calling but he was not able
to push the button of his smartphone. Murray then advised him to press it
slowly with saying the word 'lighter' which translated to pelan-pelan. The
word also can be translated into making something brighter like Murray
wanted Drac to add the brightness of his phone. But it is considered
inappropriate to the context that occurred in previous given Murray said
'you're pushin too hard'. So, here Murray intends asking for Drac to be more
slowly pressing the phone button.
In datum 25, Mavis did a video call with his father and wanted to talk
to Dennis but unfortunately he was asleep. Drac who did not want to get
caught by carrying out Dennis makes Griffin to pretend to be Dennis and took
the black sunglasses for him. So, Drac could pretend he was playing with his
grandson. Griffin who is proud of his imitation immediately said "wow, I
nailed it with the sunglasses man". Where 'nailed it' is an idiom to mention
someone has successfully completed its task and this happens to Griffin that
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successfully impersonated Dennis by saying he was hebat (translation based
on the movie).
In datum 26, Johnny's mother invited a few mix couples of human and
monster for later Mavis has a friend to talk to. One of them is a couple
Pandragora and Caren, Pandragora is an octopus monster who has married to
human. He assured Mavis that she did not have to worry about and later she
will feel comfortable in the city. Although in this movie Pandragora used the
word 'dig' which is slang that can mean menyukai but the translator prefers to
translate it betah considering Pandragora stressed at the end of his sentence
that the people in the city could accept his lifestyle.
In datum 27, Drac was annoyed with the education system of vampire
applied by Dana that is different from the way he used to. Dana adapts to the
human version of education where children gather to sing along and love
their-self respectively. Drac then brought Dennis to the obsolete tower. Drac
considers the song taught by Dana is 'putrid new songs'. Where 'putrid' alone
is Pun means busuk atau tengik while the translator translated to be payah.
The result of the translation is considered to meet the intent of Drac because if
associate with 'new songs' so, the word busuk atau tengik is considered
inappropriate to the context of an existing phrase.
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In datum 28, Drac chooses to teach his grandson how to be a vampire
without being taught by Dana. He brought Dennis headed to the damaged
tower and climbed it. Frank, Wayne, and Murray had come to ride that makes
Murray asked him why he did it. Drac then said “what happened to Michael
Row Your Corpse Ashore?” which translated into kemana aura mayat
hidupmu. That phrase is an allusion to the Murray that should not sing with
the vampire kids and maintain his prestige as a mummy. It is also a parody on
the American-negro spiritual song entitled “Michael, Row Your Boat
Ashore”.
In datum 29, children who see Dennis' action that falls from the tower
directly recorded it on their phone. Looking at it, Dana then rebuked Drac and
will report his action to the authorities. He also asked to call his mother but
Drac refused it. Drac tried to ensure him that his mother crazy as well so,
Dana did not need to call his mother. In this case, he did not mention the
'crazy' but 'nutsy koo koo' which is a kind of polysemy (slang). Which here
the researcher underlines the word 'nutsy' which translated into gila and then
stressed again by 'koo koo' (also coo coo) that is usually said after saying
something dumb or crazy and a word to describe a sound such as birds. Where
at the time Drac said 'nutsy koo koo', he acted like a whistling bird.
In datum 31, suddenly Johnny’s phone ringing, his friend sent a video
about little boy who fell from the tower. Johnny who saw it immediately said
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that 'this kid is an awesome daredevil'. The translator translated it as bocah ini
gila. Daredevil can mean pemberani but in this scene Dennis did something
dangerous and can be life threatening so, pemberani is not suitable to translate
the source language but gila is considered more appropriate to describe what
Johnny meant to be.
In datum 32, Mavis was shocked to see Dennis who fell from the
tower in a video. She then immediately decided to go back to the hotel.
Johnny saw his wife wanted to go home said, “I'll go wake up my backpack”
which translated to aku ambil dulu ranselku. The translation done by the
translator was considered appropriate because in the movie Johnny described
as a mountain climber who always carries his backpack wherever he goes. So,
no wonder he considered his backpack as his friend and had to wake his friend
to return.
In datum 33, Blobby who drove a scooter suddenly jammed in the
middle of the road. While Drac had to bring Dennis back to the hotel before
Mavis arrived. He then said "this scooter thing's out of juice" which translated
into skuter ini kehabisan tenaga. Since the scooter is ridden by Blobby, is a
green jelly monster which at first glance his body looks like filled with green
liquid. It could be meant by Drac that the scooter runs out of juice or liquid,
but here the translator prefers to use the word tenaga which is more
appropriate because it represents the intent to be conveyed by Drac.
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In datum 34, Mavis held a dinner party at the hotel with her husband's
family invited. Dennis’ cousins were amazed with everything they see for the
first time in Hotel Transylvania. One of his cousins said "all these awesome
freakazoids" which translated to semua keanehan ini. Freakazoids which is
also polysemy can mean gila but the translator chose to interpret it as
keanehan as it more represents the intent to be conveyed by the characters.
In datum 35, Vlad got a birthday’s invitation from hotel. He was
shocked that he had a grandson already. Bela also added how could Drac did
not tell him about it while now he is running a hotel. Vlad even refers it as
'fancy schmancy' which is defined as tempat tinggal mewah. The term is an
idiom to say someone who lives in a luxurious place.
In datum 36, Dennis was laughed at by his cousins for playing with
monsters. Winnie was barking in front of them to defend Dennis that makes
his cousins crying and leave them. 'Got your butt kicked by a girl' which is
translated into kau dikalahkan oleh wanita is an idiom to say someone who is
lost in the battle and not refers to the literal sense. In this case, the translator
here keeps maintaining the existing meaning in the source text into target text/
language.
According to Delabastita in Schroter (2005:116-117), he said that pun
is translated into pun when there is a pun in the same spot both in source text
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and in the target text and also the two items may mirror each other or be
completely unrelated. Since pun is translated into target text may cause a bit
difference than the original pun in source text such as semantic or formal
structure.
The words, phrases, or utterances are categorized as Pun translated
into Pun if the translation of the text target adjust or do not eliminate the
content of Pun that existed in the source text. In addition, the result of the
translation adapts to the intent of what the characters said as well as the
context or scene that occurred in the movie despite the word has a meaning
that is not accordance with its literal meaning. So, no wonder if the majority
of the data that goes into Pun to Pun is polysemy.
2. Pun is translated into non-pun
Datum 5, 6, 18, 22, and 37 are classified into Pun is translated into
non-pun. In datum 5, a porridge head is playing games on his phone that
displayed an ugly and awful face of Leonard and the flying monster while he
just looked at porridge head. The monster flying then tells Leonard "if you
really looked that hideous, I do not think I could hang out with you". Where
'hang out' translated into berkencan in which results of the translation is
considered not appropriate given the flying monster who uttered the line is a
man and not a woman.
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In datum 6, some employees at the receptionist are busy with their
own business. Drac then came to warn them for returning to their work while
saying "guys, what's the deal?" where translated into ‘ingat kesepakatan kita!'
even though the word 'deal' has some meanings but the translator translated it
into kesepakatan which is less suitable to explain Drac's intention because
here Drac currently asking employees what was going on but the translator
seemed not pay attention to whatever is on the line.
In datum 18, after Frank’s turn, Wayne then showed his monster skill.
He was asked by Drac to kill all the deer in the forest, but he complained that
he never do it again. When he tried to roar suddenly there was a dog that
chased the Frisbee. He then scrambled to catch it. Drac then angry and
insulting him as werewussy that means serigala banci. The word werewussy
translated into pansy wolves which described that Wayne is coward, while the
movie is intended to children friendly.  So, the word wussy is not supposed to
be there and can be replaced with other words considered that children are
easy to capture and apply what they have seen. Then the word can be a
negative impact for them. By the translation above, it also mean the translator
did not pay attention the existing of Pun.
In datum 22, Johnny borrows a bicycle from one of the children and
shows his free style. But he then damage that. Mavis who did not want to miss
it then showed them her amazing talent in front of the children that makes
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them amazed. Johnny who proud of his wife then says “that’s my girlfriend,
suckers”. Where the researcher underlines suckers that contained Pun which is
slang, means stupid person or someone that cheated easily. While translators
translated it to be pecundang which is an incorrect word and sounds rude to be
accepted by children and seemed not paying attention to this movie content
aimed for children.
In datum 37, Johnny introduces himself at Vlad. He uses vampire
costume so as not identifiable as a human being. Vlad who looked at his a bit
overboard costume in his head looked like ‘my grandmother’s boobies’.
Unfortunately the translator translated it as payudara nenekku which is for
viewers who are not kids, the phrase is not a problem. But boobies could be
translated to other words such as dada. Considering the word has pornography
content and unfit when viewed by children.
Delabastita in Asimakoulas (2004:6) stated that pun is rendered by a
non-punning phrase which may retain all the initial senses (non-selective non-
pun), or a non-punning phrase which renders only one of the pertinent senses
(selective non-pun), or diffuse paraphrase or a combination of the above.
From the explanation above, the data shows that the words, phrases, or
utterances are categorized as Pun to non-Pun when they are translated into the
target language without regarding to the content of Pun inside. In this case the
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translator is apparently not aware of Pun that should remain in the text or
target language and seems like she/he is unable to adjust the existing
translations with visual and intentions to be conveyed by the characters in the
movie.
3. Pun is translated with related rhetorical device (repetition)
Datum 11 and 13 are grouped into repetition of Pun is translated with
related rhetorical device as Gawryjolek (2009: 16) said that a major purpose
of repetition is to produce emphasis, clarity, amplification, or emotional.
In datum 11, in this scene, Dennis showed his enthusiasm turns into a
bat like Drac. He also said the sentence ‘I'm a bat’ or aku seekor kelelawar for
several times to emphasize that he is actually a vampire who can turn into a
bat and at the end of his sentence he was then stuck his tongue out like a
vampire as if he has drunk the blood. He says I'm a bat which translated aku
seekor kelelawar five times even though translators only mentioned four
times. So in this translation the translator is not considered an accurate
number of repetition with the source text.
In datum 13, Drac described as being upset with Johnny and
grumbling alone while imitating him, "Oh, hey, dudeman. It's not me. It's
Mavey. Hey, dudeman. I'm afraid to say anything. Hey, dudeman. I'm a
dudeman!". The word dudeman translated into ayah mentioned for several
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times to express his frustration to Johnny that makes Mavis wanted to move
from the hotel.
The data above shows that the character who uttered his/her dialogue
for many times indicates that he/she wanted to show his/her feeling whether it
is emotion or eagerness.
4. Pun in ST is copied into pun TT
According to Delabastita in Verbruggen (2009: 16), there are two
types of this category they are direct copy and transference. Direct copy
happened when Pun from the source text is directly copied in the target text
(without being translated). While transference Pun from the source text is
transferred into the target text, but it is adapted from the source language to
the target language. In this case, direct copy occurred in Hotel Transylvania 2
movie that shown in datum 10, 12, 14, and 30.
In datum 10, in this scene, Drac is failed to catch the word meant by
Johnny when he asked him to use Bluetooth on his phone if he can’t text a
message. But Drac even called his friend the monster Blue Tooth. Based on
the explanations that have been there in chapter 2 of the strategy of translation
in Pun ST same with Pun TT, the source text remains in its original form
without translating it. Moreover, Blue Tooth does not need to be translated
into the target text because it is the name of the monster.
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In datum 12, Mavis pulls Dennis’ hand while playing with Winnie that
makes her called him "zing, zing". Zing itself should not be construed as
semangat but must be maintained the source language because the word is a
simply lovely’s calling from Winnie to Dennis moreover it is not categorized
into related rhetorical device especially in repetition even though it was
uttered several times because it does not fulfill the elements of repetition
itself.
In datum 14, Frank asks Drac who Vampa is. Then he explained that
Vampa stands for Vampire-Grandpa which is a lovely’s calling from Drac to
his father Vlad. So, the term is not translated into the target text considering it
can decrease the content of meaning. In datum 30, Santa Claus is categorized
as Pun ST same with Pun TT because it is term of person that shares
Christmas gifts to children in red costume, white beard, and driving a vehicle
that carried by deer.
It can be concluded that all of the data above included into direct copy
which showed the word or phrase no need to be translated into target language
considering most of them are term such as the region of the country, person’s
job, and someone’s calling. Meanwhile, if someone’s calling is translated into
target-language, it can eliminate the content and intention of the story even
though it has core meaning.
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Finally, the researcher concluded from the whole explanations above
that the translator tends to use polysemy as dominant in types of pun
compared to other. Moreover, in translation strategies, the researcher found
that in this movie the translator mostly used pun to pun which polysemy many
found inside. Therefore, it can be said that the translator considered able to
adjust the intent of the characters and visual occurred in the movie even
though the result of the translation actually has core meaning. Since if the
translator translated into the core meaning so it can reduce the whole context
of the story considering this movie is children humor content.
Based on the previous study, it is also justified by Khanfar (2013) who
researched pun translation in advertisement from English into Arabic. He
found that each word obtains more than one meaning. In addition, Lundquist
(2014) who researched strategies on Pun translation and cultural references
from English into Swedish explained that the main difference between the two
sets of strategies is that the majority of strategies for puns offer much more
‘artistic freedom’ in translation. The end result of using PUN to PUN in
particular is altogether dependent on the translator´s imagination and
creativity.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
This chapter provides conclusions and suggestions based on findings
of types of Pun used Schroter’s theory and the strategies of translating Pun
used Delabastita’s theory that shown in the movie Hotel Transylvania 2. The
researcher summarizes some points and gives some suggestions for the
readers.
A. Conclusion
Based on the findings and discussions of Pun in the movie Hotel
Transylvania 2, it can be concluded as follows:
1. There are three types of pun found namely one of homonymy, four data of
paronymy, and 32 data of polysemy. The data included into homonymy
are those that have the same spelling and pronunciation but have different
meaning in other words. Those are included into paronymy which have
either near-homophone or near-homograph. The data that included into
polysemy are slang, idiom, noun, verb, and adjective which derived from
the dictionary meaning but referred to various contexts usage and the rest
is inter-textual wordplay (frame) that also leads to other meaning that
makes them polysemious.
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2. There are four strategies of translating pun in this movie found, they are
26 data of pun to pun, five data of pun to non-pun, two data of pun
translated into related rhetorical device, and four data of pun ST same with
pun TT. In pun to pun category, the translator not only noticed on the core
meaning but also had adjusted to the visual or context of the movie. On
the contrary, the data are categorized as pun to non-pun when they are
translated into the target language without regarding to the content of Pun
inside and being incompatible with the context/visual or the aims of the
character of the movie. Meanwhile, repetition which is part of rhetorical
device used to express emphasis, clarity, amplification, or emotional.
Then, in pun ST same with pun TT, the whole data are included into direct
copy which means they are genuinely copied into target language without
being translated.
B. Suggestion
Based on the conclusion above, the researcher suggested to:
1. In translating Pun, the translator needs to be aware of the words or phrases
contained Pun inside because if not, then there is an incompatibility
meaning.
2. For other researchers who want to analyze the topic about linguistic Pun is
considered suitable, considering many words or terms used in society have
been increased or modified along with the times.
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3. The researcher hoped that through this thesis, the readers can understand
about the types of Pun and strategies of translating Pun.
4. Finally the researcher suggested for the students of English and Literature
Department who want to analyze about Pun translation, it is good in
making literary works especially in script writing.
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